Typically, stimulus batteries used to characterize sensory neural coding span physical parameter spaces (e.g., concentration: from low to high). For awake animals, however, psychological variables (e.g., pleasantness/palatability) with complicated relationships to the physical often dominate neural responses. Here we pit physical and psychological axes against one another, presenting awake rats with a stimulus set including 4 NaCl concentrations (0.01, 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 M) plus palatable (0.3 M sucrose) and aversive (0.001 M quinine) benchmarks, while recording the activity of neurons in two sites vital for NaCl taste processing, gustatory cortex (GC) and central amygdala (CeA). Since NaCl palatability (i.e., preference) follows a non-monotonic, "inverted-U-shaped" curve while concentration increases monotonically, this stimulus battery allowed us to test whether GC and CeA responses better reflect external or internal variables. As predicted, GC single-neuron and population responses reflected both parameters in separate response epochs: sodium concentration-related information appeared with the earliest taste-specific responses, giving way to palatability-related information, in an overlapping subset of neurons, several hundred milliseconds later. CeA single-neuron and population responses, meanwhile, contained only a brief period of concentration specificity, occurring just before palatability-related information emerged (simultaneously with, or slightly later than, in GC). Thus, cortex and amygdala both prominently reflect NaCl palatability late in their responses; CeA neurons largely respond to either palatable or aversive stimuli, while GC responses tend to reflect the entire palatability spectrum in a graded fashion.
Introduction
Much of what neuroscientists know about sensory coding has been learned from examinations of neural responses to stimulus batteries varying along physical dimensions: brightness, contrast, or orientation of visual stimuli (Geisler et al., 2007; MacEvoy et al., 2009) ; frequency or loudness of auditory stimuli (Sadagopan and Wang, 2008) ; and carbon chain length or concentration of olfactory stimuli (Uchida et al., 2000; Stopfer et al., 2003) . Behaviorally relevant stimulus parameters are often psychological rather than physical (Berridge, 2004; Haddad et al., 2010; Serences and Saproo, 2010) , however. Palatability, the property of a taste determined by an animal's preference for and reaction to that taste (Breslin et al., 1992) , is poorly related to any single physical parameter; while animals are born with particular likes and dislikes (Chandrashekar et al., 2006) , taste palatability is affected by a host of extrinsic factors, including satiety (Berridge, 1991) and experience (Galef, 1986; Spector et al., 1988; FortisSantiago et al., 2010) .
This nonphysical taste property is reflected in firing rates observed within specific periods of rat gustatory cortical (GC) single neuron responses: while the first of two information-rich GC taste-response epochs (0.2-0.8 s following stimulus administration) (Katz et al., 2001 ) reflects taste identity, the subsequent epoch (beginning ϳ0.8 s following stimulus administration) (Katz et al., 2001) appears to track palatability across contexts and experience (Katz et al., 2001; Fontanini and Katz, 2006; Grossman et al., 2008) . One could argue that GC cares more about palatability than stimulus identity.
It remains possible, however, that these late responses might reflect physical stimulus parameters (which were not varied in the abovementioned studies), rather than psychological parameters, if each was a viable option. Here, we present this precise experiment. We delivered four concentrations of NaCl (0.01, 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 M), as well as sucrose and quinine (benchmark palatable and unpalatable stimuli) to awake rats, while recording singleneuron responses in two forebrain regions known to play roles in NaCl processing: GC (Pritchard et al., 1999; Mathy et al., 2003; Mak et al., 2005) and central amygdala (CeA) (Galaverna et al., 1992 Scott et al., 1993; Seeley et al., 1993; Zardetto-Smith et al., 1994; Nishijo et al., 1998) , the latter a target of both GC and taste brainstem. The value of this stimulus battery is that it allows dissociation of physical and psychological coding, because sodium palatability follows a non-monotonic function-first increasing and then decreasing (Leander, 1987; Breslin et al., 1993; Zardetto-Smith et al., 1994; Curtis et al., 2001 )-at the same time that neural responses vary monotonically with changes in chemosensory stimulus concentration (Nishijo and Norgren, 1990 ;
Preference assessment
A set of rats (n ϭ 4) not used for electrophysiology was adapted to handling and placed on a 22 h water restriction protocol, with water provided in the home cage after handling, adaptation, or testing. Testing took place in the Davis MS-160 "brief access" Lickometer rig (DiLog Instruments). During the first 2 d of habituation, rats were placed in the Davis rig and allowed to drink water from a single tube continuously for 30 min. On the last 2 d, the rat received periodic brief access (15 s) to one of seven stainless steel drinking tubes on a moveable carousel, each filled with water, for 35 min.
Finally, each rat received three 35 min testing sessions, on consecutive days, during which taste solutions (0.00, 0.01, 0.10, 0.30, and 1.0 M NaCl, 0.3 M sucrose, and 0.001 M quinine) were presented in a (blocked) randomized order. Presentations began with the automated raising of a shutter, such that the lick spout was exposed. If no lick was recorded within 60 s of spout presentation, the shutter closed and the tube holder moved on to the next tastant; these empty trials were dropped from the subsequent analysis. Once a lick was noted (via a low-current circuit), the solution was presented for 15 s (this guaranteed that lick counts were not confounded with latency to first lick), after which the shutter came back down and a 10 s interval separating each presentation began. The average number of licks across the 15 s of availability, compared with that for water, was used to measure preference (Breslin et al., 1993 ) without a disproportionate amount of lick-rate adaptation (Smith et al., 1992) ; solutions preferred compared with water are here characterized as "palatable," whereas solutions that rats drank less of than water are characterized as "aversive." There was no decrement in lick rate across the 35 min sessions, suggesting little influence of postingestive effects during taste preference assessment (data not shown).
Licking was analyzed here instead of overt orofacial behaviors ("taste reactivity"; Grill and Norgren, 1978b) , despite the fact that the latter are often used to measure large differences in palatability (Berridge et al., 1984) , because taste reactivity is unlikely to be sensitive enough to reliably measure the reliable but subtle palatability differences between low and moderate NaCl concentrations (Grill and Norgren, 1978b; see Discussion) . While this meant that taste preferences and neural responses were necessarily collected from separate sets of rats (stimulus control requirements dictated our need to deliver tastes directly and reliably to large sections of the tongue's surface in recording sessions, a control that cannot be achieved using licking), we hasten to note that the separate measurement of palatability actually adds to the conservatism of the analyses described below: any contextual variability introduced because of using different rats for behavioral and electrophysiological experiments can only serve to lower the upper limit of observable brainbehavior correlations, and thus to make any strong correlations more meaningful.
Behavioral adaptation and stimulus delivery for electrophysiology
Three days following surgery, each animal in the electrophysiology experiment (n ϭ 9) began 2 d of adaptation to handling. Afterward, each animal was placed on a water-restriction regimen (2 h of water per day), acclimatized to the experimental environment for 2 d, and adapted to 40 l water deliveries through the IOC for another 2 d. Once so acclimated, animals were, once per day, exposed to the experimental taste array (distilled water, four concentrations of NaCl [0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0 M] plus 0.3 M sucrose and 0.001 M quinine) through a manifold of fine polyimide tubes inserted to 0.5 mm past the end of the IOC (eliminating any chance of mixing), and locked onto the dental acrylic cap. Every 30 s, for a minimum of 10 blocks of six deliveries per block, computer-controlled solenoid valves ejected a ( pseudorandomly selected) taste directly into the mouth of the rat under nitrogen pressure (in four sessions with Ͼ10 deliveries per session; all analyses were restricted to the first 10 deliveries). An H 2 O rinse was delivered through the contralateral cannula 15 s following each taste delivery. Total fluid delivered was 4.8 ml per 30 min recording session, after which animals had ad libitum access to water for 90 min.
Electrophysiology
Neural signals were collected from CeA and GC during taste sampling. Differential recordings were fed into a parallel processor capable of digitizing up to 32 signals at 40 kHz simultaneously (Plexon). Discriminable action potentials of Ͻ3:1 signal/noise ratio were isolated on-line from each signal using an amplitude criterion in cooperation with a template algorithm. Discriminations were checked continuously throughout each session. Time-stamped records of stimulus onset and neuronal spikes were saved digitally, as were all sampled spike waveforms and the discrimination file (Nicolelis et al., 1997) . Off-line re-analysis incorporating 3D cluster-cutting techniques confirmed and corrected on-line discriminations. Except where explicitly noted, all neurons identified via off-line sorting were included in each analysis.
Analysis
All of our analyses involve calculating response firing rates within particular time periods, extending the large multispecies corpus of studies in which concentration-and palatability-related information has been found in firing rates (Ganchrow and Erickson, 1970; Di Lorenzo and Schwartzbaum, 1982; Yamamoto, 1984; Spector et al., 1988; Scott et al., 1991; Chalansonnet and Chaput, 1998; McCaughey and Scott, 1998; Nishijo et al., 1998; Boughter et al., 1999; Duchamp-Viret et al., 2000; Katz et al., 2001; Rogers and Newland, 2002; Wachowiak et al., 2002; Taha and Fields, 2005; Tindell et al., 2006; Grossman et al., 2008; Chandrashekar et al., 2010; Haddad et al., 2010; Kvello et al., 2010) . Here, we analyze the presence and timing of both properties in cortical and amygdalar taste responses, bringing an identical battery of tests to bear on responses of each region.
Basic "taste responsiveness." To investigate whether GC and CeA neurons responded to oral stimulus administration (i.e., changed their firing rates when tastes were on the tongue), we compared averaged (across 2.5 s) evoked firing rates to baseline firing (the 0.5 s just before stimulus delivery) using paired t tests. Neurons for which postadministration firing rates were significantly higher (excitatory responses) or lower (inhibitory responses) than pre-administration firing rates were deemed "taste-responsive." Note that taste responsiveness is not a measure of taste specificity (which is described below), but simply a measure of whether delivery of fluid to the tongue had a measureable impact on a neuron's firing rate.
To establish the time course of taste responsiveness across the dataset (Fig. 1 D, H ) , we restricted the aforementioned t tests to 500 ms windows of taste-evoked activity, and iterated the analysis by moving the window in 50 ms steps. To minimize the likelihood of spurious responses, we eliminated responses shorter than the size of the moving window (which were presumed to be noise).
"Taste specificity" of neural responses. We defined single-neuron taste specificity in a manner akin to that used in visual neuroscience: neurons in V1 that respond broadly to bars at a range of line orientations but with a greater magnitude of response to some than others are deemed "orientation specific"; we classified an individual neuron as "taste specific" (or "concentration specific") if it responded more strongly to (at least) one taste (of sucrose, quinine, and 0.1 M NaCl) or one NaCl concentration (of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 M NaCl) than to others, even if it responded to some degree to a broad range of tastes. As we cannot perfectly exclude the influence of perceived intensity between sucrose, quinine, and NaCl in potentially driving the above taste-specific responses, we restrict all further analysis of physical chemosensory coding to withinNaCl comparisons.
The direct instantiation of the above tests is a two-way ANOVA (variables: taste and time) performed on taste responses broken into five 500 ms bins (a bin size that facilitates comparison with previous reports of taste dynamics) (Katz et al., 2001) . Each trial served as a repeated measurement, such that the ANOVA tested the difference between peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs): as shown previously, responses were stationary across trials (Fontanini and Katz, 2006) , i.e., there was no meaningful correlation (mean r 2 ϭ 0.026) between trial number and evoked firing rate for taste-responsive neurons across 30 min. This ANOVA allowed us to identify a neuron's response as taste specific if there was either a significant main effect for taste or a significant taste-by-time interaction. Specifically, the main effect revealed significant differences among (e.g., taste specificity of) the average evoked responses; the interaction revealed taste specificity in the way responses change across time, i.e., taste temporal codes.
We established the time course of taste and concentration specificity (for Fig. 1 D, H ) by applying one-way ANOVAs to 500 ms windows of spiking activity evoked by each stimulus and iterating this analysis in 50 ms steps. To minimize the likelihood of spurious responses, we eliminated (presumably noise) responses shorter than the size of the moving window.
"Concentration-related" and "palatability-related" responding. The above analyses identify neurons as responding distinctly to at least one Paxinos and Watson, 1998 ) centered on GC with recording sites (gray boxes) reconstructed using electrolytic lesions marking the last recording in each animal. The angle of the box sides indicates the orientation of the implant, reconstructed from implant tracks. DI, Dysgranular insular; AI, agranular insular; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; GI, granular insular; Cl, claustrum; Pir, piriform cortex.B,Stronglytaste-specificevokedspiketrainsfromasingleGCneuronfollowingthedeliveryofmultipletrialsofthesixtastes-each row is a single trial, and each hash mark is an action potential. C, Averaged PSTH of the evoked spike trains in B, smoothed with a Gaussian kernel;blackshadedboxdenotesperiodofnonspecificactivityinGCasnotedpreviously(Katzetal.,2001),grayshadedboxdenotesperiod ofputativeGCchemosensoryresponsiveness,againassuggestedpreviously (Katzetal.,2001) .D,ThepercentageofGCneurons( y-axis)in which taste responses significantly differ from baseline firing rises at a short latency following taste delivery (dashed line); however, taste specificity (significant differences among the responses to different tastes) emerges ϳ200 ms poststimulus (solid line). E, Schematic representation of a coronal slice centered on CeA [divided into central (CeC), lateral (CeL), and medial (CeM) subdivisions] with reconstructed recording sites marked as per A. BLA, Basolateral amygdala; IPAC, interstitial nucleus of the posterior limb of the anterior commissure; MeA, medial amygdala; BMA, basomedial amygdala; ACo, anterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus; CxA, Cortex-amygdala transition F, Taste-specificevokedspiketrainsfromasingleCeAneuronsimultaneouslyrecordedwiththeGCneuronshowninB.ThesamerowsinBand Frepresentthesametastetrial.G,AveragedPSTHoftheevokedspiketrainsinFandsmoothedwithaGaussiankernel;blackandgrayboxes asinC.H,ThepercentageofCeAneurons( y-axis)inwhichtasteresponsessignificantlydifferfrombaselinefiringalsorisesatashortlatency followingtastedelivery(dashedline);however,tastespecificity(significantdifferencesamongtheresponsestodifferenttastes)isdelayed and emerges ϳ500 ms poststimulus (solid line). taste or NaCl stimulus, but offer no information regarding the patterning of responses across stimuli (by "pattern" we mean, e.g., "neuron ϫ responded more to NaCl than to quinine, but less to NaCl than to sucrose"). To characterize the content of responses in neurons identified as taste specific, we examined how, at different times poststimulus delivery, the overall pattern of a single neuron's responses correlates with known concentration and palatability relationships among the stimuli (determined by molarity and preference data, respectively). To achieve high temporal resolution, we extracted 200 ms segments of each neuron's evoked response to each of the sodium solutions (200 ms was used here, as opposed to the 500 ms windows described above, because pilot analyses revealed 200 ms to be the smallest segment size that did not produce spurious prestimulus correlations, and thus the segment that best maximized the resolution/sensitivity trade-off), and for each segment we evaluated the trial-by-trial linear correlation between these responses and both concentration and palatability. If the correlation across trials was significant, the response was labeled concentration-related or palatability-related, respectively.
The palatability function was empirically derived (Fig. 2) . The concentration function was a simple monotonic increase (or decrease) with the (log) NaCl concentrations; this function was selected because the vast majority of studies examining olfactory or gustatory stimulus concentration has shown that the only (or only reliable) concentration response at the earliest stages of processing is monotonic, with a maximum at the lowest or highest concentration (Nishijo and Norgren, 1990; DuchampViret et al., 2000; St John and Smith, 2000; Wachowiak et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2011) . Thus, if a neuron fired 4, 3, 2, and 1 spikes/s in response to 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 M NaCl administration, respectively, that neuron would have a high correlation with concentration; a neuron that fired 3, 4, 4, and 1 spikes/s to those stimuli, meanwhile, would have a high correlation with the measured palatability function. The magnitude of this correlation estimates an individual neuron's "coding" of either sodium concentration or sodium palatability for that 200 ms segment. We then iterated this analysis across the responses in 20 ms steps, generating representations of concentration or palatability correlation across poststimulus time. To be conservative and minimize the intrusion of spurious correlations arising during single shifts of the moving window, we excluded periods of significant correlation that were shorter than 80% of the duration of our analysis window.
Regional population response estimation. Because we observed a variety of concentration-and palatability-related responses (e.g., both increasing with concentration and decreasing with concentration, see below), we used a common multivariate data-reduction technique known as principal components analysis (PCA) (Hotelling, 1933) to move beyond single neuron analysis to a more direct analysis of GC and CeA population coding that easily handles such variability (rather than population PSTHs, which do not). PCA and other, related rescaling techniques (such as multidimensional scaling) are frequently used to reveal the most descriptive dimension of variation among the dozens of individual neural responses in a range of systems and species (Duchamp-Viret et al., 1990; Chapin and Nicolelis, 1999; Briggman et al., 2005; Lopes-dos-Santos et al., 2011) , and have specifically been used to produce low-dimensional representations of averaged (Di Lorenzo and Schwartzbaum, 1982; Erickson et al., 1993; Scott et al., 1993; Dahl et al., 1997; St John and Smith, 2000; Verhagen et al., 2004; Kadohisa et al., 2005) and dynamic (Fontanini and Katz, 2006; Di Lorenzo et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2011) taste responses, dynamic olfactory responses (Stopfer et al., 2003; Mazor and Laurent, 2005) , and patterns of similarity between odorants (Khan et al., 2007; Haddad et al., 2010) . Here, neural responses were averaged across trials and binned for an initial analysis of previously described epochs (0.2-0.8 s; 0.8 -2.5 s poststimulus) (Katz et al., 2001; Fontanini and Katz, 2006; Grossman et al., 2008) . For each epoch, matrices of responses (taste by neuron) were input into a PCA to extract the major modes of the population response, which were then correlated with concentration and palatability functions as described above.
We tested the validity of our a priori epochal breakdown by performing an epoch-neutral analysis. The PCA was iterated on a moving window of the population response, stepped along at 50 ms increments, with each step composed of a taste-by-neuron matrix as described for the epoch-centered analysis. We again confirmed the robustness of our results to changes in window size (range: 25-700 ms); for consistency with the single-neuron analyses we used a 200 ms moving window for figures. We then checked the validity of the results of the moving window PCA analysis itself, redrawing the taste-by-neuron matrix from a resampled subset of neurons (with replacement) at 80% of total neural population for that region, and iterating for each time bin input into the PCA 500ϫ (Kadohisa et al., 2005; Lebart et al., 2007) . Linear correlations were then calculated between PCA weights for each window-step for each resampling and the palatability function. The results of this analysis allowed us to estimate confidence intervals around calculated correlations (and thus to determine whether these correlations were significantly higher than zero for those observed prestimulus). One-way ANOVA, testing for modulation in correlation across time bins, provided an estimate of when correlations changed. As an additional estimate of the time at which palatability-related firing emerged, we fit a sigmoid function (the simplest characterization of a variable that changes between two constant states within a particular time frame) with one free parameter
Ϫxϩ␣ͪ to the mean correlation time course across sessions; the parameter ␣, which gives the inflection point of the fitted curve, was used as a direct measure of when correlations increased.
Single-trial firing-rate transition detection. To investigate whether the dynamics of simultaneously recorded pairs of neurons in GC and CeA are related, we applied a technique developed for the denoising of discrete steps in genomic sequencing data (the jump model of the PWC toolkit) (Little and Jones, 2011a,b) , under the assumption that spike rates in taste responses also change suddenly in single trials (this assumption has been tested and found reasonable) (Jones et al., 2007) . The model characterized our millisecond-binned single-trial PSTHs as periods of stable firing separated by sudden changes, by sequentially adding discrete jumps into the function and resetting the "steady state" on either side of the jump equal to the mean of the input on either side of the jump. An integral part of the model was a penalty term that ensured that only jumps that meaningfully improved the model fit were added. The resultant functions strongly resembled those identified by Hidden Markov modeling in GC ensemble data (Jones et al., 2007) , but also allowed us to identify single-trial firing- Figure 2 . Sodium palatability varies nonlinearly as a function of sodium concentration. Here, palatability is defined as the relative number of licks per 15 s of exposure, plotted as the mean number of licks to each taste (sodium, quinine, and 0.01-1.0 M NaCl) across animals (ϮSEM) recorded during a brief-access task, contrasted with the mean number of licks for brief presentations of distilled water. Solutions for which bars extend to the right were preferred over water, while those for which bars extend to the left were less preferable than water.
rate change times in CeA neurons, which were not recorded in large enough groups to allow such ensemble analyses.
Once the timing of transitions between firing rates for each neuron for each trial were estimated, we identified, for each neuron and for each taste, the reliable transitions closest to 1 s poststimulus on each trial (i.e., the Middle-to Late-epoch transition). We then calculated, for each simultaneously recorded amygdala-cortical pair of neurons, for every trial of taste delivery, the lag between transitions in GC and CeA, using only these transitions. These data provided much better estimates of the relationship between GC and CeA firing than those calculated using data averaged across trials and neurons.
Histology
After the final recording session, rats were deeply anesthetized with an overdose of the surgical ketamine/xylazine/acepromazine mixture and perfused first with PBS and then 5% formalin in PBS. Electrolytic lesions (0.7 mA for 1 s) made just before perfusion were examined in fixed, 0.05 mm coronal slices stained with cresyl violet, revealing the locations of recording tips in GC and CeA.
Results

Neural data overview
A total of 125 GC neurons and 59 CeA neurons were isolated during 18 sessions in nine rats. Not all implants yielded single neurons in every session: GC single neurons were isolable in 15 sessions (Fig. 1 A; 8.3 Ϯ 3.8 GC neurons per session) and CeA neurons were isolable in 16 sessions (Fig. 1 E; 3.6 Ϯ 1.3 neurons per session); at least one neuron was recorded from each structure in 13 sessions.
Each neural ensemble was challenged with 0.3 M sucrose, 0.001 M quinine, and a range of sodium chloride solutions (0.01, 0.1, and 0.3, 1.0 M). A minimum of 10 trials of each taste was delivered in each session. An initial analysis of overall taste specificity (one-way ANOVAs on firing rates averaged between 0 and 2.5 s following sucrose, quinine, and 0.1 M NaCl delivery; ␣ set to a highly conservative 0.005) revealed that 28.8% (36/125) of the neurons in GC respond distinctly to different tastes. To test whether these ensembles were additionally able to differentiate between different concentrations of a single taste, an identical analysis was performed across responses to 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 M NaCl. This analysis revealed that 9.6% (12/125) GC neurons respond differentially across NaCl concentrations. For the CeA population, the same test revealed that 15.2% (9/59) of CeA neurons respond distinctively to tastes of different qualities, and revealed that 6.8% (4/59) of CeA neurons respond distinctively to different NaCl concentrations (at p Ͻ 0.005, this number is almost 14 times chance). These numbers are broadly consistent with previously published data (Nishijo et al., 1998; Katz et al., 2001 ), although differences in stimulus batteries and numbers of trials per tastes make precise comparisons difficult, and establish that both cortical and amygdalar populations produce distinctive responses across both taste quality and taste concentration.
As analyses that average across such long response periods can obscure transient but reliable modulations (Katz et al., 2001) , we next divided evoked responses into 500 ms bins and re-evaluated taste specificity and concentration specificity using two-way (taste ϫ time) ANOVAs. Despite again starting with a highly conservative significance criterion ( p Ͻ 0.005), 44.8% (56/125) of the neurons in GC could now be identified as responding in a taste-specific manner (showing either a significant effect of taste or a significant taste ϫ time interaction) with this analysis, and 22.4% (28/125) responded differentially across taste concentrations. Likewise in the CeA, when responses were divided into 500 ms bins and re-evaluated using two-way (taste ϫ time) ANOVAs, 30.4% (18/59; Ͼ60ϫ chance) of the neurons could be identified as responding in a taste-specific manner, and 15.2% (9/59; Ͼ30ϫ chance) as responding differentially to different taste concentrations (both, p Ͻ 0.005).
Figure 1 explores these dynamics in more detail, showing taste responses (spike train rasters and PSTHs) of simultaneously recorded GC (Fig. 1 B, C) and CeA neurons (Fig. 1 F, G) . Previously described GC neural dynamics (Katz et al., 2001 ) are clearly visible in Figure 1 B, C; following stimulus delivery, the initial 200 ms of response (a time period that we have called the Early epoch, black background) was nonspecific (in this case, there was little spiking to any taste), the next 600 ms of response (the period that we have called the Middle epoch, gray background) was taste specific (most notably, the sucrose response was quite distinct), and response order changed at ϳ800 ms into the response (the period that we have called the Late epoch, white background). The responses of the CeA neuron shown in Figure 1 Statistical analysis showed these exemplars to be largely (although not perfectly) representative of their respective populations. In agreement with earlier reports (e.g., Katz et al., 2001) , differences between responses to tastes of different qualities (quinine, sucrose, and 0.1 M NaCl again used as a standard) among the GC neurons rose to significance 200 ms following stimulus delivery ( Fig. 1 D, dashed line denotes the percentage of neurons for which responses differed between tastes). This taste specificity emerged as the overall magnitude (of either inhibition or excitation) of the taste responsiveness declined (Fig. 1 D, solid line denotes the percentage of neurons for which responses differed significantly, either positively or negatively, from baseline); in fact, the largest amplitude of poststimulus firing was short latency and taste nonspecific, as per previous results for GC (Katz et al., 2001) and BLA (Fontanini et al., 2009) .
As a population, CeA time-varying taste responses resembled those just described for GC responses in several ways: (1) CeA neurons responded significantly to tastes at a relatively short latency ( Fig. 1 H, dotted line) and (2) these early responses lacked significant taste specificity ( Fig. 1 H, note the late rise of solid line). Unlike in GC, however, the period of nonspecific responding was protracted, lasting until ϳ600 ms following taste delivery. Despite the presence of a monosynaptic pathway connecting taste-responsive brainstem regions and CeA (Norgren, 1976) , we were unable to observe taste specificity by this measure in CeA responses during most of the Middle epoch (a period during which, again, GC neurons were responding in a robustly tastespecific manner) (Fig. 1 D) . In fact, 7% of the CeA sample was entirely inhibited during much of the first second of their responses, firing almost no spikes to any taste that we delivered across several hundreds of milliseconds (e.g., Fig. 1 F, G) . While this fact may partly reflect the absence of an acid stimulus (the fourth "primary taste") (Erickson, 1984) from our battery, we consider it likely that little taste specificity exists in CeA before the Late epoch (see Discussion).
Rats prefer moderate concentrations of NaCl
To assess the relationship between neural responses and palatability, we had rats perform a brief-access preference assay-an objective measure of taste palatability. In this assay, the palatability of our NaCl solutions proved to range from mildly positive for low concentrations, to more highly positive for moderate concentrations, to negative as concentration increased further (Fig. 2) . Though the peak in preference for 0.1 M NaCl was not as high as that reported in some studies (Breslin et al., 1993) , the palatability of NaCl exceeded that of water at 0.1 and 0.3 M, and our data were better described by an inverted-U-shaped quadratic function of the (log) concentration ( Ϫ 27x 2 Ϫ 67x ϩ 30, r 2 ϭ 0.17) than by an equivalent monotonic sigmoid fit that would suggest a simple decreasing palatability function with high concentrations 12/͑1 ϩ e ∧ ͑ Ϫ 2*͑x Ϫ 28͒͒ ϩ 48, r 2 ϭ 0.001). That is, the function is better thought of as non-monotonic than as simply dropping at high concentrations. As expected, sucrose was highly palatable and quinine was highly aversive.
GC single neuron responses reflect the physical aspects of taste before the psychological A cursory inspection of average evoked firing rates suggested that both sodium concentration and taste palatability are explicitly reflected in GC single neuron responses. Figure 3A , for instance, shows a neuron that produced distinct responses to different NaCl concentrations. This neuron's responses to 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 M NaCl differed from baseline firing, and a (significant) trend of decreasing firing rates with increasing concentration can be seen, as has been reported in other studies of GC in awake rodents . Across the GC sample, similar numbers of neurons with significant correlations with (log) concentration (over Ͼ2 s of averaged poststimulus response) were driven more strongly by dilute and high concentrations of NaCl (at p Ͻ 0.01, these numbers were 6 and 5 neurons, respectively). Preliminary analyses failed to reveal any obvious differences between these groups of neurons (with regard to the findings below); they were therefore treated as a single group.
The neuron shown in Figure 3B , meanwhile, for which responses to 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 M NaCl differed from baseline, reflected sodium palatability-the response to high-concentration NaCl was significantly larger than those to lower concentrations, and similar to that of quinine, as would be expected of a neuron that was not only coding the relative palatability of sodium solutions, but palatability among all tastes. In neurons showing significant correlations with taste palatability (calculated on 2 s of poststimulus response), we saw "best" responses to both high and low concentration NaCl; an equal number of these neurons responded most strongly to the least palatable NaCl concentration and to the most palatable (at p Ͻ 0.01; those numbers were 3 and 3, respectively).
We predicted that GC neural responses would reflect taste concentration early, and that later portions of the responses would reflect the palatability of the different NaCl solutions, with the transition from concentration-to palatability-related responding specifically occurring late in the first second of the taste response (a time point that precedes the onset of palatabilityspecific taste reactivity emitted in response to quinine and sucrose delivery) (Travers and Norgren, 1986) . To test these predictions, we recalculated correlations between the responses and concentration/palatability in 200 ms windows, stepping through the responses in 20 ms increments. The results of this calculation for the single neurons in Figure 3 , A and C, are plotted in Figure 3 , B and D, respectively. For the PSTHs in Figure 3A , the correlation with sodium concentration attains significance ( p Ͻ 0.05) 300 ms following stimulus delivery, near the beginning of the predicted "chemosensory-epoch," and is sustained through the remainder of the evoked response; significant palatabilityrelated firing emerges only after 1.5 s (Fig. 3C) . The PSTHs shown in Figure 3B , meanwhile, are significantly correlated ( p Ͻ 0.05) with sodium palatability (Fig. 3D) , a correlation that becomes significant 500 ms following taste delivery.
The moving-window correlations shown in Figure 3 ,C and D, were performed for each neuron in our GC sample, and the results averaged across neurons. Figure 3E presents the result of Figure 3 . Single GC neurons reflect sodium concentration and sodium palatability in distinct response epochs. A, PSTHs for an individual neuron, which produced significant responses (i.e., firing rates that differed from baseline) to 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 M NaCl, for which the overall NaCl response pattern appeared to reflect sodium concentration. B, The magnitudes of correlation between the responses of the neuron in A and sodium concentration (gray line) or sodium palatability (black line). The solid sections of each line mark bins in which that correlation achieved significance ( p Ͻ 0.05). C, PSTHs for an individual neuron, which produced significant responses to 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 M NaCl, for which the overall NaCl response pattern appeared to reflect sodium palatability D, The magnitudes of correlation between the responses of the neuron in C and sodium concentration (gray line) or sodium palatability (black line). The solid sections of each line mark bins in which that correlation achieved significance ( p Ͻ 0.05). E, The mean correlation (ϮSEM) between neural response and either sodium concentration (gray line) or sodium palatability (black line), averaged across all neurons with significant correlations with concentration or palatability; correlation with concentration rose above initial correlation ( p Ͻ 0.05; significant bins marked by gray horizontal bar) at 120 ms poststimulus, while correlation with palatability rose at a delay, achieving a significant increase ( p Ͻ 0.05; significant bins marked by black horizontal bar) 940 ms poststimulus. F, the numbers of GC neurons that produced responses significantly ( p Ͻ 0.05) correlated with concentration (gray) and palatability (black) in the Middle and Late epochs, underlying the effect see in E.
this analysis: across the sample, there was an early rise in concentration-related firing (gray line) that became significant ( p Ͻ 0.05) 120 ms after stimulus delivery (gray horizontal bar marks bins above baseline), rose to a peak 600 ms after stimulus delivery, and slowly declined throughout the remainder of the response. The rise in sodium palatability-related firing (black line), meanwhile, occurred much later, achieving significance ( p Ͻ 0.05) 940 ms after stimulus delivery (black horizontal bar marks bins above baseline).
To allay the reasonable concern that a single neuron with a large correlation might have driven the results shown in Figure  3E , we asked how many single neurons produced concentrationand/or palatability-correlated (at the p Ͻ 0.05 level) responses within particular epochs. Figure 3F shows that few GC responses were significantly correlated with palatability in the Middle epoch, but that more palatability correlations attained significance in the Late epoch. At the same time, there was a negligible change in the number of neurons with a significant correlation with sodium concentration from the Middle to Late epoch.
GC transitions from concentration-to palatability-related population codes
While some GC taste-responsive neurons appear to reflect concentration in the Late epoch (Fig. 3E,F) , this appearance may be deceiving: palatability and concentration patterns are not perfectly orthogonal from one another, so sodium concentration-specific responses may be embedded in larger palatability-specific responses. For both of the neurons shown in Figures 1C and 3A , for instance, responses to the least palatable sodium concentration (1 M) were most similar to quinine responses and responses to the more palatable and dilute concentrations of sodium were most similar to sucrose responses. This pattern was observed in 10/11 (a percentage significantly higher than chance, 2 ϭ 4.755, df ϭ 1, p Ͻ 0.05) of the Figure 3F neurons whose Late-epoch NaCl responses both had a significant correlation with sodium concentration and patterned with sucrose and quinine according to palatability. Thus, the above analyses may underestimate the proportion of neurons truly contributing to palatability coding, and overestimate the importance of concentration, in Late epoch activity.
To assess this possibility, we performed an independent analysis of population coding, using a simple data reduction technique to explore the single best description of the population of GC taste responses at each moment in time. Specifically, we brought PCA (Hotelling, 1933) , a technique frequently used for the precise purpose of distilling the nature of a "population code" (i.e., the primary source or sources of variability contributing to complex multivariate data) (Chapin and Nicolelis, 1999) , to bear on our population responses. PCA has previously revealed both concentration-related (Duchamp-Viret et al., 1990; Stopfer et al., 2003) and palatability-related information (McCaughey and Scott, 1998; Fontanini and Katz, 2006; Grossman et al., 2008; Haddad et al., 2010) in chemosensory neural populations. As a basic, much-used assay of population coding, this analysis tests and extends our single-neuron analyses, allowing us to determine whether our characterization of subsets of GC neurons reveals reliable facets of GC population taste responses.
In the GC population response (N ϭ 125) to our taste battery, the information embedded in PC1 differed at different poststimulus times, as predicted by the single-neuron results: during the Middle epoch (200 and 800 ms after stimuli were delivered), PC1 (which during this period accounted for 41% of the total response variance) clearly reflected concentration (Fig. 4 A) , as the GC population response to different concentrations of sodium during this time period followed almost linearly the (log) sodium concentration. The lowest concentration NaCl was most different from the highest concentration NaCl, with intermediate concentrations more similar to adjacent concentrations than more distant concentrations. The correlation between (log) NaCl concentration and PC1 during this period was highly significant (r 2 ϭ 0.99; p Ͻ 0.005), whereas there was no meaningful correlation between PC1 and sodium palatability ( p ϭ 0.35).
During the Late (0.8 -2 s) epoch, in contrast, PC1 of the NaClevoked GC responses reflected palatability (Fig. 4 B, gray bars; during this period, PC1 reflected 73% of the total variance in the population response). The close match between preference behavior (reprinted from Fig. 2 ) and neural response is easily seen: by both measures, responses to increasing concentrations of (Katz et al., 2001) . B, The first principal component of the evoked population response (gray bars) within previously identified palatability processing period (Katz et al., 2001; Grossman et al., 2008 ) is presented along with preference behavior (black bars, reprinted from Fig. 2) . C, The correlation (mean Ϯ SEM) of PC1 of the population response (200 ms evoked response window of an 80% bootstrapped sample of GC neurons) with preference behavior through time holding at low levels, prestimulus (black dotted line) and rising significantly twice following stimulus delivery (black solid line). A one parameter sigmoid fit to the correlation between population response and palatability (gray solid line) models this rise in correlation, with the inflection point of the sigmoid fit (gray dotted line) marking the onset of palatability in the population response.
NaCl form a shallow inverted-U. The correlation between the primary component the GC taste responses and the mean behavioral response to these stimuli was significant across all tastes (r 2 ϭ 0.91, p Ͻ 0.005) and across just the sodium stimuli (r 2 ϭ 0.92, p Ͻ 0.005). There was no meaningful correlation between (log) NaCl concentration and PC1 (p ϭ 0.28). Thus, while both concentration and palatability appeared in GC single neuron responses, the latter property dominates the population code in the Late epoch.
To determine more precisely when the transition between concentration and palatability regimes occurred in the population code, we iterated the PCA on the GC population response in a 200 ms response window (iterated 500ϫ as per the resampling described above), stepping the analysis window through poststimulus time by 50 ms intervals, and calculated the correlation between PC1 and the behavioral response function for every time interval. Note that this analysis, like that shown in Figure 3C , makes no a priori assumptions about the actual timing of epochal changes, instead letting the data speak for themselves.
The result of this analysis is shown in Figure 4C : the correlation between PC1 and palatability became significant (TukeyKramer, p Ͻ 0.001) immediately following stimulus delivery (Fig. 4C , black solid line), but correlations Ͼ0.5 (asymptoting above r 2 ϭ 0.8) appeared only in the latter half of the first second of the response. By fitting the correlation time series with a sigmoid function (Fig. 4C , gray solid line), we were able to estimate the center of the rise in the correlation (technically ␣, see Materials and Methods). Of course, ␣ changed slowly and approximately linearly as window size was varied between 25 and 700 ms, occurring as early as 660 ms (Fig. 4C , gray dashed line), and no later than 975 ms, poststimulus. This range is in broad agreement with a bin-by-bin (Tukey-Kramer) analysis of when the correlation in the 500 -1000 ms period became significantly different from that in the 0 -500 ms period (850 ms; Tukey-Kramer, p Ͻ 0.001).
In summary, the GC population as a whole uniquely reflects a taste's concentration early in the response. Between 500 and 1000 ms, however, the population response increasingly reflects the palatability of that taste, until the majority of variance in the population response between tastes is well described by taste palatability. These results provide strong confirmation of the robustness of the singleneuron results, presented earlier.
CeA single-neuron activity also reflects both NaCl concentration and palatability As mentioned above and in Figure 1 E-G, the dynamics of CeA neurons seem quite similar to those reported for neurons in the GC. To determine whether these appearances were valid, the same analyses brought to bear on single GC single neurons were repeated on the CeA sample, starting with single-neuron moving correlations. For the PSTHs in Figure 5A , the correlation with concentration-related firing (Fig. 5B) attains significance 700 ms after stimulus delivery. The PSTHs shown in Figure 5C , meanwhile, become significantly correlated with sodium (and full taste battery) palatability somewhat later, 1 s after taste delivery (Fig. 5D) .
To look beyond these exemplars, we averaged the correlations with sodium concentration or palatability across the entire CeA sample. The result of this averaging is shown in Figure 5E . In CeA, as in GC, there was a differential onset in coding between concentration (gray line) and palatability (black line): unlike in GC, however, neither correlation exceeded zero significantly ( p Ͻ 0.05) until 380 ms after taste delivery (gray and black horizontal barks mark bins significantly above zero for concentration and palatability, respectively), a result that partly reflects strong inhibition present in taste responsive neurons for the first 500 ms; after this interval, there is a lasting rise in correlation with concentration (gray line) that becomes significant at 380 ms (horizontal gray bar), almost immediately followed by a more gradual rise in correlation with sodium palatability (black line) that becomes significant at 740 ms (horizontal black line). Thus, CeA responses resemble GC responses in coding concentration first and then palatability, but differ in that concentration coding (and, in fact, taste specificity) emerges later. Figure 5F reveals, as expected, that very few neurons in the Middle epoch were significantly ( p Ͻ 0.05) correlated with either function, and that palatability-related responses dominated (slightly) in the Late epoch.
CeA transitions from concentration-to palatability-related population codes
If these observed CeA single-neuron results are to be given credence, it is important to perform an independent test of what perceptual properties are coded by the population of CeA neurons as a whole, and when in the population response these codes appear. We therefore applied the same PCA analysis previously brought to bear on GC to the entirety of the CeA population (N ϭ 59) .
The results, displayed in Figure 6 , look remarkably similar to those in GC. The Middle epoch first PC (Fig. 6 A) , which explains 41% of the total variance, tracks sodium concentration faithfully (r 2 ϭ 0.93, p Ͻ 0.05) and does not well reflect sodium response's palatability (r 2 ϭ 0.31, p ϭ 0.44). The first PC from the Late epoch (Fig. 6 B) , meanwhile, bears a striking resemblance to both preference behavior and the late population response in GC (Fig.  4 B) : this pattern, which explains 48% of the total variance, follows our behavioral measure of palatability faithfully across all tastes (r 2 ϭ 0.98, p Ͻ 0.005) and across sodium responses analyzed alone (r 2 ϭ 0.97, p Ͻ 0.05). The reason for this strong effect is simple: almost half of the CeA neurons that responded distinctly to NaCl concentrations showed this palatability-related pattern, and no alternate patterns appeared more than once in the remaining responses.
The result of iterating the PCA over a 200 ms moving window of the evoked response (resampled as in GC), an analysis that preselects neither neuron nor time period, is shown in Figure 6C : there is a rise in correlation from baseline levels beginning late in the first poststimulus second (Fig. 6C, solid black line) . We determined the time at which this rise in correlation reached halfmaximal levels through the same single-variable sigmoid fit used with GC data (Fig. 6C, solid gray line) . By this technique we estimated the rise in PC1 to reach half-max levels between 0.95 and 1.25 s poststimulus (Fig. 6C, gray dashed line) . Although this timing is delayed from the palatability onset reported for Figure  5E , it is consistent with the time at which the correlation became significantly higher than baseline levels (1.15 s; Tukey-Kramer, p Ͻ 0.001).
Concentration-and palatability-related responses were not found in discrete sets of GC/CeA neurons Among the GC neurons with a significant correlation with either concentration or palatability (n ϭ 57), Bayesian analysis revealed that the proportion of neurons that were well correlated with both concentration early and palatability late (7/57; 12.3%) was almost precisely what one would expect by chance (7.4/57; 12.8%) given the prevalence of concentration and palatability responses in the overall GC sample (Fig. 3F ) . Similar results held for CeA, and we are therefore (perhaps unavoidably; see Discussion) unable to find compelling support for either of two competing proposals: that single populations of GC and CeA neurons uniquely reflected the transformation of concentration to palatability or that the two properties were separately coded in distinct GC/CeA ensembles. We specifically suggest that concentration and palatability are related properties processed by overlapping subsets of neurons.
Palatability is reflected differently in CeA and GC responses
The above analyses suggest that GC and CeA both code palatability in the Late epoch (after coding for concentration earlier). We found significant differences, however, between the specifics of these GC and CeA palatability-specific responses. Visual inspection suggests, in fact, that CeA neurons (Figs. 1 F, G , 5B) code for palatability in a relatively compressed fashion compared with GC neurons (e.g., Fig. 3B ). That is, GC neurons appear to respond Figure 6 . The CeA population response reflects both taste concentration and palatability. A, The first principal component of the evoked CeA population response (gray bars) within the putative GC chemosensory processing period (the same processing period as in Fig. 4 A) . B, The first principal component of the CeA's evoked population response (gray bars) within previously identified GC palatability processing period (the same period as in Fig. 4 B) , presented alongside preference behavior (black bars, reprinted from Fig. 2) . C, The correlation (mean Ϯ SEM) of PC1 of the population response (200 ms evoked response window of an 80% bootstrapped sample of GC neurons) with preference behavior through time holding at low levels, from before the stimulus is delivered until 900 ms poststimulus (black dotted line), and rising significantly above baseline at 1.15 s poststimulus (black solid line). A one parameter sigmoid fit to the correlation between population response and palatability (gray solid line) models this rise in correlation, with the inflection point of the sigmoid fit (gray dotted line) marking the onset of palatability in the population response.
distinctly to each taste, and thus each neuron's responses reflect the entire palatability curve; individual CeA neurons, meanwhile, appear to make more broad distinctions, responding largely to only one end of the palatability spectrum or the other (e.g., the neuron described by Fig. 1F ,G responds only to tastes that are more palatable than water).
If these appearances accurately reflect the overall results, then GC responses should in general correlate better with the overall palatability function than CeA responses. Population analysis confirms this prediction: over the taste-responsive epoch, individual GC neurons (Fig. 7A , gray line) tended to correlate with the palatability function better than did individual CeA neurons (Fig. 7A, black line) .
We went on to test these appearances, hypothesizing that if the GC-CeA difference in Figure 7A truly reflects the fact that coding was more compressed in CeA, then we should be able to reduce GC correlations without affecting CeA correlations by similarly compressing the palatability curve used to calculate the correlation (such that all positive tastes are identical to each other, but distinct from negative tastes, or vice versa). We performed this test using all responses that were significantly ( p Ͻ 0.01) correlated with taste palatability.
The inset of Figure 7A presents the result of this test, demonstrating that the correlations between CeA single neuron responses and the compressed palatability curve (black bar) were the same as those to the original palatability curve. The preponderance of GC neurons, meanwhile, showed a decrease in correlation to the compressed palatability function as compared with the full palatability function (gray bar). The difference between the two regions was significant (Wilcoxon rank sum Z ϭ 2.04, p Ͻ 0.05). This result indicates that individual GC neurons come closer to reflecting the complete range of palatability across all tastes used, whereas individual CeA neuron responses more closely reflect the sign of a taste's palatability, positive or negative.
GC leads or simultaneously transitions with CeA to a late firing-rate state While GC and CeA "code" somewhat different aspects of palatability, the dynamics of these palatability-related responses appear similar; that is, the above analyses suggest that the onset of palatability-related responding in GC either leads (Figs. 4C, 6C ) or appears simultaneously (Figs. 3E, 5E ) with that in CeA. Of course, this evidence is difficult to interpret, both because the onset of palatability in each region is gradual and because the difference in average firing rates in the two regions affects the results. Furthermore, these previous analyses do not represent a direct comparison of responses in GC and CeA within single trials.
Because we obtained data from simultaneously recorded GC and CeA ensembles, we were able to move beyond these measures to directly ask whether GC and CeA neurons change their firing rates together on a trial-to-trial basis. Our previous work has demonstrated that such changes occur suddenly in GC single trials (Jones et al., 2007) , but the analytic techniques that were used in this previous study cannot be brought to bear on the smaller numbers of neurons that could be recorded simultaneously in CeA. To estimate when exactly a neuron exhibited a firing-rate change, therefore, we applied a bioinformatics technique, fitting a piecewise linear function (piecewise jump model) (Little and Jones, 2011a) to single-neuron, single-trial spike trains (for details, see Materials and Methods). Application of this technique allowed us to extract the most likely times of discrete firingrate jumps over the course of a single evoked response (discarding from analysis only neurons for which these firing-rate changes could not be determined with high confidence). From these, we selected the firing-rate jumps nearest to 1 s poststimulus (i.e., around the time that palatability-related information emerged), and then used these data to calculate the single-trial lag between the transitions for simultaneously recorded amygdala-cortical pairs of neurons; that is, we directly determined whether there was a reliable relationship between when the GC neuron transitioned to the Late epoch in a particular trial and when the CeA neuron transitioned to the Late epoch in the same trial.
Results of this analysis are displayed in Figure 7B : while there is variance in trial-to-trial lags (red dots are individual trials, blue dots are the mean lag for each pair), the average transition times for the neuron pairs in the top 10% of best-fit by the PWC toolkit are nonrandom-mean lags were centered near 0, with GC transitions leading CeA transitions by Ͻ200 ms. This result held across all recorded pairs (data not shown). Firing-rate transitions into the Late epoch, wherein palatability is coded, occurred first in GC and almost immediately afterward in simultaneously recorded CeA neurons.
Discussion
If stimuli are to guide an animal's behavior, then the animal must transform the physical properties of those stimuli into psychological properties related to desirability. Both GC and CeA are Figure 7 . CeA neurons do not code palatability in the same manner as GC neurons, and do so at a delay. A, Individual GC (gray) and CeA (black) neurons have a strong correlation with the full palatability function during the late response epoch, but stronger correlations were observed in GC on a neuron-to-neuron basis. Inset, In estimating the percentage change from a full palatability function to a truncated good-or-bad response function, the strongest palatability correlating GC neurons (gray) showed a significant decrease in correlation with the abbreviated palatability curve while the strongest palatability correlating CeA neurons (black) showed no difference in correlation between the two functions. B, The differences between late firing-rate transitions in simultaneously recorded pairs of GC and CeA neurons, both for individual trials (red circles) and averaged across all trials (blue circles) for the 20 pairs best fit by the transition detection model. C, A histogram tabulated from the average transition lags between GC-CeA pairs plotted in B (blue line); the modal lag is a 200 ms delay, with GC leading the CeA. implicated in this process for taste stimuli: while basic preference behavior survives decerebration (Grill and Norgren, 1978a) , lesions of either CeA or GC alone change learning-dependent, and even sometimes naive preferences (Galaverna et al., 1992; Zardetto-Smith et al., 1994; Touzani et al., 1997; Luz et al., 2007; Fortis-Santiago et al., 2010) , as do localized lesions and inactivations of other forebrain regions (Grill and Norgren, 1978a; Touzani and Velley, 1990; Touzani and Sclafani, 2001; Reilly et al., 2004; Reilly and Bornovalova, 2005; Smith and Berridge, 2005) . The preponderance of data suggests that palatability-related motor patterns are generated in the brainstem, but that the selection of an appropriate pattern is dependent on input from forebrain.
Here, we demonstrate: (1) that this transformation of physical to psychological can be directly observed, as the rat progresses from identifying to judging the stimulus, in the time courses of GC responses; (2) that the switch in GC from the coding of physical to psychological stimulus aspects occurs at a predicted time point; and (3) that palatability emerges in GC 100 -200 ms earlier than in CeA, a structure thought to be vital for proper NaCl ingestion, and a structure that receives direct input from brainstem taste relays. Our analyses, which as correlational measures cannot conclusively prove a neural population's causal involvement in a particular task, nonetheless implicate GC in the transformation of the physical into the psychological: GC responses come to reflect palatability in anticipation of naturalistic approach/avoidance responses (Travers and Norgren, 1986) .
Stimuli used in our previous studies had not permitted us to characterize the content of the "Middle" response epoch beyond broad suggestions of "quality-related firing" (Katz et al., 2001; Fontanini and Katz, 2006) . The current study enriches this characterization, showing that physical properties such as concentration are reflected in approximately the first 500 ms of taste-specific activity. We can currently only speculate on how GC definitively disambiguates taste concentration from taste quality during this Middle epoch, but we suspect that, much as has been proposed for insect olfactory structures (Stopfer et al., 2003) , between-neuron variability ensures that overall population responses for different taste qualities occupy different sectors of "stimulus space;" future work involving multiple concentrations of multiple tastes will tell us how quality and concentration are disambiguated in neural responses, and will investigate the fact that rodent cortical NaCl responses, unlike those observed in primates (Scott et al., 1991) , decline with increasing concentration as often as they increase (Yamamoto et al., 1984) .
In the latter half of the first second following taste delivery, the primary component of GC responses transitions to being palatability-centered, a transition predicted on the basis of our previous studies (Fontanini and Katz, 2006; Grossman et al., 2008) . The current evidence advances our understanding, however, performing a more detailed analysis of subtler variations in palatability. In a context that is relatively free of the possible confound of palatability-specific behavior, we demonstrate a much stronger fit between neural activity and preference behavior (Yamamoto et al., 1985) than previously reported, validating our time-based approach to understanding neural taste responses.
Although GC neurons as a population code first concentration and then palatability, the evidence does not suggest that concentration and palatability are coded by a unified tasteprocessing population. Nor does the evidence suggest that they emerge from separate populations of "chemosensory" and "hedonic" neurons, however: while a recent study demonstrated that the peripheral coding of sodium may be divisible into two separate channels, one responding to sodium concentration ranges with an inverted-U function and the other with a monotonic function (Chandrashekar et al., 2010) , our observations do not provide conclusive support for the continuation of this pattern into the forebrain, where partially overlapping subpopulations coded the two properties.
Of course, this is to be expected, because concentration and palatability, while distinct, are not orthogonal: perfect correlation with one property does not imply zero correlation with the other. Furthermore, the hypotheses that concentration and palatability are processed either by separate ensembles or a single ensemble are only two of three possibilities: as related properties, concentration and palatability may well be processed by overlapping ensembles of taste neurons. It is this hypothesis that is supported by our data.
We would argue that the responses observed here reflect the actual processing of palatability, and not efference copy of ingestive behaviors. While tastes evoking strong aversion can under certain conditions be processed very quickly (Halpern and Tapper, 1971 ), in our preparation palatability-related behavior emerges much later (Travers and Norgren, 1986) . Palatability coding in GC substantially precedes these behaviors, and does so in neurons that lack sensorimotor-driven (lick-related) activity (Katz et al., 2001; Grossman et al., 2008) . Furthermore, the strong fit observed between the palatability function and Late epoch GC responses was elicited using a taste battery that does not induce large variations in orofacial responses-a brief-access test, which captures fine variations in palatability in numbers of licks, revealed the relationship among the stimuli. The fact that the canonical inverted-U was shallower in our thirsty rats than that observed previously (Breslin et al., 1993) is inconsequential for our analysis; the exquisite match observed between behavioral and neural functions is likely a true match between brain activity and a purely psychological variable.
In fact, we likely underestimated the brain/behavior match by averaging a preference function across several rats. Although responses to the stimulus set were largely consistent between animals, and with previous reports (Breslin et al., 1993; Curtis et al., 2001) , we observed subtle between-rat fluctuations in the relative preference for particular pairs of tastes (0.01 and 0.3 M NaCl; 0.3 M sucrose and 0.1 M NaCl), which reduced overall correlations. This variability, and the fact that recordings and preference behaviors were necessarily collected in separate sessions (see Materials and Methods), only serves to set in starker relief the strong neural/behavioral response relationship that we observed. Future studies will directly test whether such subtle variations in palatability are tracked by single-neuron responses.
Of course, while both GC and CeA responses reflect the processing of palatability, they do so in distinct ways. GC neurons tend to respond to all stimuli, whereas CeA responses tend to reflect either palatable or aversive stimuli, but not both. In this regard, CeA palatability responses resemble those previously observed in BLA (although BLA codes palatability earlier) (Fontanini et al., 2009 ). The content of CeA taste responses were surprising in other regards as well: whereas we expected CeA responses to be taste specific earlier than those in GC, courtesy of direct input from the taste brainstem (Norgren, 1976) , we saw no evidence of robust CeA taste specificity until almost 600 ms after stimulus delivery, and certainly CeA lags GC in initial taste responsiveness; while we cannot exclude the possibility that CeA neurons might be acid or umami responsive earlier (session length and IOC manifold size limited taste battery size), the literature suggests that forebrain acid/umami-responsive neurons also respond to NaCl, quinine, and/or sucrose (Nishijo et al., 1998; Katz et al., 2001) , and the most likely conclusion is that taste specificity emerges later in CeA than in GC.
Finally, we expected (on the basis of anatomy, and on studies suggesting that CeA is vital for processing taste palatability, e.g., Touzani et al., 1997) CeA to lead GC in the processing of palatability. In fact, GC palatability coding appears slightly before that observed in CeA. It may even be that the onset of palatability in CeA responses lags the onset of taste reactivity (Travers and Norgren, 1986) . Precise determination of response onsets is notoriously difficult, however, both because of windowing and because trial-to-trial variability blurs sudden changes (Jones et al., 2007) . Although our analysis of single-trial lags between pairs of GC and CeA neurons supports the GC's leading CeA in transitioning to a palatability coding regime, future single-trial analyses, precisely examining the relationship between CeA transitions and ensemble transitions in GC should shed more light on this issue.
At present, the relationship between GC and CeA remains unclear. Perhaps they work in concert, just as ensembles of GC neurons transition coherently between firing-rate states (Jones et al., 2007) . Alternatively, a third structure may drive both structures; perhaps BLA, which projects to both GC and CeA and reflects palatability before either. BLA specifically inhibits CeA (via the juxtocellular bed nucleus of the stria terminalis) (Francesconi et al., 2009) , and could be responsible for the early inhibition that characterizes many CeA palatability responses. Future work examining GC/CeA ensemble responses in the context of BLA inactivation will test these hypotheses.
In summary, the results presented here demonstrate that GC and CeA reflect both the physical and psychological properties of tastes. If these responses represent an essential part of ingestion decisions, temporary disruption of this processing via electrical or optogenetic stimulation should disrupt or delay such decisions.
